Le francais: quatrieme annee

Tous: try out TV5 on the internet for some on-line exercises over the summer break.

Do one session about every two weeks, for a total of **4-5** times this Summer. They seem to add new ones every few weeks.

Keep a journal or video log. Write a summary of each session. In English, tell the topic you chose, what you learned, what level you attempted, how long it took to get all answers correct, etc.

Go to www.TV5monde.com

click on “langue francaise,” then on “apprendre le francais.” Scroll down to see a pages of different video exercises. Click on a level(debutant,elementaire, intermediaire, avance). Watch the video and do the exercises that accompany a report. There are several sets of exercises for each broadcast. You can re-watch, you may also find a transcript to help comprehension.